ABSTRACT | Background: Eye injury is the most frequent reason for visits to ophthalmological emergency departments, being one of the leading causes of avoidable blindness worldwide and having considerable socioeconomic impact on health systems and populations. 

Objective: To establish the epidemiologic profile of eye injuries caused by work accidents, visual sequelae and socioeconomic impact.

Methods: A retrospective, cross-sectional study was conducted by reviewing the medical records of patients with occupational eye injury treated at an ophthalmologic emergency department from April to August 2016.

Results: A total of 112 patients were included, all of them male. The most affected age group was 31 to 35 years old, and the main professional category the one of mechanics; foreign bodies on the eye surface represented 85% of injuries; 72% of patients sought specialized treatment more than 12 hours after the accident; and for 86% this was their first treatment at the company. Half of the patients used personal protective equipment. In most cases the final visual acuity after injury was not impaired.

Conclusion: Although most patients did not remain with visual sequelae, occupational eye injury resulted in loss of working days and expenses with medication. Studies such as the present one contribute to the mapping of the investigated problem and to the formulation of preventive strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Brazil ranks fourth in number of work accidents. Social Security data show that 2,135,342 accidents occurred from 2010 to 2012, corresponding to a mean of 711,781 accidents per year. According to estimates, such events might have had an annual cost of more than 4% the Brazilian gross domestic product (GDP) for the period from 2004 to 2008.

Eye injury is the most frequent cause of visits to ophthalmologic emergency departments, and one of the main causes of avoidable blindness worldwide. According to recent data, about 2.4 million cases of eye injury occur every year in the United States. Among these, about 1 million is due to work accidents, and 90% are mild and avoidable by simple protective measures.

About 40% of cases of occupational eye injury involve metallurgy, metalwork and mechanic workers. Industrial workers are exposed to hazards such as flying metal chips, eye burns and radiation injury, thus they represent a high-risk group for eye injury.

Recovery of eye injuries demands for workers to remain one or more days away from work, and the visual prognosis does not depend on the implemented preventive measures only, but also on the quality and timeliness of the care provided, the severity of trauma, immediate complications and follow up. Injuries might have exponential negative impact on the quality of life of workers, and social, psychological and economic costs.

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) asserts that eye injuries at the workplace have a cost of USD 300 millions per year from loss of productivity, medical treatments and workers’ compensation.

Although the number of studies on this subject in Brazil is small, accidents involving foreign bodies are believed to be the most prevalent, with rates varying from 54.6 to 81.8.

As a function of the aforementioned considerations, the aim of the present study was to investigate the various epidemiological risk factors associated with occupational eye injury in the state of Ceará, in addition to diseases representing ocular emergencies.

METHODS

In the present retrospective and cross-sectional study we reviewed the medical records of patients with occupational eye injury cared at a reference ophthalmologic emergency department in the state of Ceará from April through August 2016.

The data were collected by one single investigator and entered into a form, comprising: age, sex, occupation, involved eye, trauma characterization, previous history of occupational trauma, job position, time until care delivery, cost of treatment, number of days away from work and impact of trauma on visual acuity.

RESULTS

A total of 112 medical records were reviewed, all corresponding to male patients. Half the patients were workers with formal employment relationship. The largest proportion of patients (16%) were mechanics (Graphic 1). The distribution of the sample per age range is depicted in Graphic 2.

Half the patients had used personal protective equipment (PPE) at the time of the accident. Most of the sample (55%) had history of previous eye injury. Ninety-six (85%) patients received first aid at the workplace. Relative to the mechanism of the accident, 95 (85%) were due to foreign bodies (Graphic 3).

Graphic 1. Distribution of occupational trauma per occupation, Ceará, 2016 (n=112).
As concerns the time from accident to specialized care delivery, 46 (41%) of the workers first received care 12 to 24 hours after the accident, 35 (31%) more than 24 hours later, 26 (23%) within 0 to 4 hours, 4 (4%) 4 to 8 hours after the event, and 1 (1%) within 8 to 12 hours since the accident.

Visual acuity after trauma was: 20/20 in 78 (69.6%) cases, 20/25 in 8 (7.1%), 20/30 in 11 (9.8%), 20/40 in 5 (4.4%), 20/50 in 2 (1.7%) and poorer than 20/50 in 8 (7.1%). The vast majority of the patients (97%) required just one day away from work. The average cost of treatment was BRL 11.0 per patient as a function of the prescribed medications.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of the present study showed that occupational accidents most often involve men, which agrees the results of studies conducted in Mexico\(^8\) and the United States\(^9\). Also studies conducted in Brazilian ophthalmologic emergency departments corroborate these data. It is believed that men are more vulnerable because they perform higher risk activities compared to women\(^10-12\).

Most of the analyzed patients were 21 to 40 years old, which corresponds to the economically active age range. This finding agree with the ones reported by Cohen et al.\(^13\) and Schellini et al.\(^14\). This fact suggests that occupational trauma reduces the productivity of companies, with the consequent losses for employers.

Half of the patients used PPE at the time of the accident. In 76% of the cases, PPE had been supplied by the employer, which possibly points to an interest of companies to reduce the number of accidents.

In regard to the mechanism of accidents, 85% corresponded to corneal foreign body, 7% to trauma not involving foreign bodies, 5% to chemical burns and 3% to electrical burns. Mollan and Thompson performed in 2009 a similar study in Scotland, with 3-month duration and divided in 2 stages. Corneal foreign body represented the most common type of injury, corresponding to 59% of eye trauma cases in the first stage of the study and to 64% in the second\(^15\). While this type of injury might be avoided through the use of protective equipment, employees still need to become aware of the relevance of PPE.

Mechanics, welders and metal industry workers were the most affected. One study performed in Turkey with 100 patients with metallic corneal foreign bodies due to work accidents found that 59% of them worked in the metal industry sector and 25% in civil construction\(^7\).

About 97% of the sample required just one day away from work and immediately resumed their activities while still under use of medication. In one study on occupational eye accidents in the city of Botucatu, São Paulo, from 1988 to 1992, Kara-José et al. found that the average time away from work was 4.8 days\(^16\). 

---
Most patients exhibited satisfactory visual acuity after trauma, 76.7% with 20/20 and 20/25 vision. A possible explanation is the nature of the main mechanism of trauma involved, i.e., superficial corneal foreign body without major traumatic perforation or contusion. Only 7.1% of the sample had less than 20/50 vision.

CONCLUSION

Eye injuries due to work accidents represent a health problem in Brazil and worldwide. However, there are few reports on this type of accident from Brazilian health care services. Alves and Luchesi estimate that underreporting is as high as 95%17. To this we must add the lack of information of workers on hazards and diseases to which they are exposed in certain jobs.

Foreign bodies remain as the main cause of trauma, especially among young male workers. Half of the patients stated the present was not the first occurrence of eye injury even though they used PPE. This finding denotes deficiencies in the orientation given on the use of the equipment, as well as in the planning for prevention of accidents.

Studies like the present one are essential for mapping the problem and formulating preventive and educational strategies targeting the main factors involved in occupational eye injury. Employers must improve the access to information on the use and relevance of PPE at the workplace.
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